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The Intelligent Woman's Guide to Socialism, Capitalism, Sovietism, and Fascism 1955

first published in 2001 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

The Intelligent Woman's Guide to Socialism, Capitalism, Sovietism, and Fascism 1928

first published in 2001 this study presents a thorough analysis of facism its manifestations in russian political and cultural history and facist
tendencies and movements in contemporary russian society

The Intellegent Woman's Guide to Socialism, Capitalism, Sovietism and Fascism; in 2 Vol 1937

available in paperback for the first time gareth griffith s book provides a comprehensive critical account of the political ideas of one of the most
influential commentators of the twentieth century with close reference to a range of shaw s texts from the fabian tracts to the plays gareth griffith
draws out the central theoretical messages of shaw s engagement with politics the first part of the book provides an intellectual biography while at
the same time analysing shaw s key concerns in relation to his fabianism arguments for equality of income and ideas on democracy and education part
two looks at those areas which shaw approached as long standing historical problems or dramas requiring immediate thought or action sexual
equality the irish question war fascism and sovietism the book is directed to the general reader as well as to specialists it will be central reading for
anyone seeking to understand shaw s life and literary and political writings or the development of political thinking in this century or the problems and
potential inherent in socialism

The Intelligent Woman's Guide to Socialism, Capitalism, Sovietism and Fascism 1937

this book traces the origins of fascism in the nineteenth century traditions of ultra conservatism the ideas of nietzsche wagner and other intellectuals
which helped to make racist doctrines respectable and led to the ultimate horrifying logic of the holocaust

Russian Fascism 2001

in his major work on communism the international bestseller the passing of an illusion the eminent french historian fran�ois furet devoted a lengthy
footnote to german historian ernst nolte s interpretation of fascism nolte responded a correspondence ensued and the result was the remarkable
exchange presented in this volume fascism and communism offers readers the rare opportunity to witness and learn from a confrontation between two of
the world s most distinguished historians over one of the most serious subjects of our time each from a different perspective furet and nolte offer
compelling arguments for the common genealogy of these two ideologies as well as reasons for the intellectual community s rejection of this explosive
thesis throughout the twentieth century this discussion leads to a deeper understanding of the nature of totalitarianism as well as the trajectory
and interpretation of modern european history
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The Russian Revolution 1944

unions strikes shaw the capitalism of the proletariat is the first book to treat bernard shaw socialist dramatist public speaker and union member in
relation to unions and strikes for over half a century he urged workers to join unions which he called paradoxically the capitalism of the proletariat
because as capitalists try to get as much labor as possible from workers while paying them as little as possible unions try to gain as high wages as
possible from employers while working as little as possible he opposed general strikes as destined to fail since owners can hold out longer than
workers whose unions have less money to support them during strikes this book offers background on major strikes in and before shaw s time including
the colorado coalfield war and the dublin lockout both in 1913 before analyzing the causes day by day events and consequences of britain s 1926
general strike it begins and ends with examinations of their and shaw s relevance to actions on unions and strikes in our own time

30 Years Since the Victory Over Fascism 1975

this unique collection of essays edited by leading woolf scholar brings together for the first time a serious consideration of virginia woolf s writing
within the political context of fascism virginia woolf and fascism probes woolf s fiction and non fiction from mrs dalloway in 1927 to between the
acts 1941 for her responses not only to the growing menaces of dictators abroad but also to mounting evidence of fascist ideology at home in
england the essays present a portrait of woolf as a woman writer who was politically engaged and actively protesting against a worldview which
aggressively targeted women for oppression

The Struggle Against Anti-sovietism 1977

a bold and entertaining exploration of the epic struggles of yesterday and today blackshirts reds explores some of the big issues of our time fascism
capitalism communism revolution democracy and ecology these terms are often bandied about but seldom explored in the original and exciting way that
has become michael parenti s trademark parenti shows how rational fascism renders service to capitalism how corporate power undermines democracy
and how revolutions are a mass empowerment against the forces of exploitative privilege he also maps out the external and internal forces that
destroyed communism and the disastrous impact of the free market victory on eastern europe and the former soviet union he affirms the relevance of
taboo ideologies like marxism demonstrating the importance of class analysis in understanding political realities and dealing with the ongoing collision
between ecology and global corporatism written with lucid and compelling style this book goes beyond truncated modes of thought inviting us to
entertain iconoclastic views and to ask why things are as they are a penetrating and persuasive writer with an astonishing array of documentation to
implement his attacks the catholic journalist by portraying the struggle between fascism and communism in this century as a single conflict and not a
series of discrete encounters between the insatiable need for new capital on the one hand and the survival of a system under siege on the other parenti
defines fascism as the weapon of capitalism not simply an extreme form of it fascism is not an aberration he points out but a rational and integral
component of the system stan goff author of full spectrum disorder the military in the new american century michael parenti phd yale is an
internationally known author and lecturer he is one of the nation s leading progressive political analysts author of over 275 published articles and
twenty books his writings are published in popular periodicals scholarly journals and his op ed pieces have been in leading newspapers such as the new
york times and the los angeles times his informative and entertaining books and talks have reached a wide range of audiences in north america and abroad
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Fascism, the Danger of War and the Tasks of the Communist Parties 1934

this international bestseller plumbs recently opened archives in the former soviet bloc to reveal the accomplishments of communism around the world
the book is the first attempt to catalogue and analyse the crimes of communism over 70 years

Russian Fascism 2016-07-08

a major review of all of the many strands of gramsci interpretation from the earliest writings of his contemporaries through to the academic debates
of the 2010s

Socialism and Superior Brains: The Political Thought of George Bernard Shaw 2002-09-11

hartley sheds new light on neglected pioneers and also examines a host of themes in the subject including literary criticism mass society political
economy art history teaching and feminism anthropology and sociology

Introducing Fascism and Nazism 2000

the essential guide to twentieth century literature around the world for six decades the penguin modern classics series has been an era defining ever
evolving series of books encompassing works by modernist pioneers avant garde iconoclasts radical visionaries and timeless storytellers this reader s
companion showcases every title published in the series so far with more than 1 800 books and 600 authors from achebe and adonis to zamyatin and
zweig it is the essential guide to twentieth century literature around the world and the companion volume to the penguin classics book bursting with
lively descriptions surprising reading lists key literary movements and over two thousand cover images the penguin modern classics book is an invitation
to dive in and explore the greatest literature of the last hundred years

Fascism and Communism 2004-01-01

paperback quarterly journal of the american paperback institute volume 2 number 3 fall 1979 contains interview with mickey spillane by michael s
barson the penguin story by eric tucker see what the boys in the backwoods will have and tell them i m having the same by bill crider spotlight
pockettes and harry whittington still a winner

Unions, Strikes, Shaw 2022-05-17

some of the most exciting and innovative work in the humanities is occurring at the intersection of intellectual history and critical theory this volume
includes work from some of the most prominent contemporary scholars in the humanities
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Fascism, Stalinism and the United Front 1989

the soviet tragedy is an essential coda to the literature of soviet studies insofar as he returns the power of ideology to its central place in soviet
history malia has made an enormous contribution he has written the history of a utopian illusion and the tragic consequences it had for the people of
the soviet union and the world david remnick the new york review of books in martin malia the soviet union had one of its most acute observers with
this book it may well have found the cornerstone of its history francois furet author of interpreting the french revolution the soviet tragedy offers
the most thorough scholarly analysis of the communist phenomenon that we are likely to get for a long while to come malia states that his narrative
is intended to substantiate the basic argument and this is certainly an argumentative book which drives its thesis home with hammer blows on this
breathtaking journey malia is a witty and often brilliantly penetrating guide he has much wisdom to impart the times literary supplement this is history
at the high level well deployed factually but particularly worthwhile in the philosophical and political context at once a view and an overview the
washington post

Virginia Woolf and Fascism 2001-06-11

a new collection of shaw s major political writings presents an opportunity to reflect on his influential role as a public intellectual at the forefront
of economic and political debate from the 1880s to the 1950s george bernard shaw was once the most widely read socialist writer in the english
language and his lifelong crusade against inequality and exploitation is far from irrelevant today the thorough interpenetration of shaw s literary
and political engagements is an unusual story in modern literature and this volume offers a portrait of shaw as a political artist in the purest
possible sense that is as a writer of essays articles pamphlets and books with explicitly and expressly political aims the selected writings in this
volume showcase shaw s most influential and most accomplished political work but also provide a cross section that is representative of the whole
of his long career about the series for over 100 years oxford world s classics has made available the widest range of literature from around the
globe each affordable volume reflects oxford s commitment to scholarship providing the most accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable
features including expert introductions by leading authorities helpful notes to clarify the text up to date bibliographies for further study and much
more

Fascism and Social Revolution 2009-07-01

a by product of the amazing changes now taking place within the soviet union is a change in rhetoric no less than reality under gorbachev the russian
language has been changing parallel with novoe politichaskoe myshenie new political thinking with the effect that such new expressions as have flooded
the russian language clash with the less yielding realities of soviet economy and society the purpose of this volume is to clarify this dynamic in soviet
life in which stagnation and decay confront hopes and expectations for liberalization zemtsov argues that the soviet political language is self
contradictory fractured into polarities of good and evil and thus depriving the russian language of its basic subtlety coherence and inner logic this
work brings to life the orwellian world of double speak in a post totalitarian environment the soviet language has two basic components fictions
which communist ideology proclaims as reality and realities that are portrayed in the guise of fictions in this sense zemtsov undertakes to do for the
soviet language what the great h l mencken achieved for the american language show the reality of soviet life by making plain the fictive qualities of
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soviet ideology this is a basic library reference work a volume of indispensable utility for political scientists area experts and policy analysts it
offers a taxonomy enriched by a deep personal knowledge of the russian language by its author encyclopedia of soviet life is at one and the same time a
basic primer of soviet contemporary politics a deep portrait of the psychology of totalitarian manipulation and a sensitive appreciation of the nobler
aspirations of the russian people that is part and parcel of their great language

Blackshirts and Reds 2020-09-09

the devil in history is a provocative analysis of the relationship between communism and fascism reflecting the author s personal experiences within
communist totalitarianism this is a book about political passions radicalism utopian ideals and their catastrophic consequences in the twentieth
century s experiments in social engineering vladimir tismaneanu brilliantly compares communism and fascism as competing sometimes overlapping and
occasionally strikingly similar systems of political totalitarianism he examines the inherent ideological appeal of these radical revolutionary
political movements the visions of salvation and revolution they pursued the value and types of charisma of leaders within these political movements
the place of violence within these systems and their legacies in contemporary politics the author discusses thinkers who have shaped contemporary
understanding of totalitarian movements people such as hannah arendt raymond aron isaiah berlin albert camus fran�ois furet tony judt ian kershaw
leszek kolakowski richard pipes and robert c tucker as much a theoretical analysis of the practical philosophies of marxism leninism and fascism as it is
a political biography of particular figures this book deals with the incarnation of diabolically nihilistic principles of human subjugation and
conditioning in the name of presumably pure and purifying goals ultimately the author claims that no ideological commitment no matter how absorbing
should ever prevail over the sanctity of human life he comes to the conclusion that no party movement or leader holds the right to dictate to the
followers to renounce their critical faculties and to embrace a pseudo miraculous a mystically self centered delusional vision of mandatory happiness

The Black Book of Communism 1999

as a lifelong socialist shaw believed that economic inequality was a poison destroying every aspect of human life perverting family affections and the
relations between the sexes according to him all british institutions were quote corrupted at the root by pecuniary interest quote and idealism
integrity and any piecemeal attempts at political reform were futile in the face of the gross injustice built into the empire s economic system begun in
1924 the year of the british labour party s first period of office under ramsay macdonald who hailed it as quote the world s most important book
since the bible quote and first published in 1928 the intelligent woman s guide draws on shaw s decades of activism and remains a brilliant thought
provoking classic of political propaganda

Gramsci Contested: Interpretations, Debates, and Polemics, 1922--2012 2021-12-28

a lucid and scholarly account of an important and immensely complex subject dr alpert s command of a broad range of archival material printed
documents and secondary works in six languages is extremely impressive p preston london school of economics and political science it is now twenty
years since a study was dedicated to the international aspects of the spanish civil war and this new synthesis covering the whole of the era and
setting it against major events of the late 1930s is well overdue michael alpert takes full advantage of newly accessible archival sources to
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disentangle the intricacies of this complex issue

A Short History of Cultural Studies 2003-02-24

the putin regime and its propagandists have long claimed to be fighting the heirs of nazi germany from its crackdown on domestic dissent to its
aggression on the international stage the kremlin has regularly smeared its adversaries as fascists and fascist collaborators russia s invasion of
ukraine which putin claimed would achieve its denazification brought this propaganda to a new level of intensity this book shines a spotlight on the
disturbing reality behind putin s anti fascist posturing it shows how his regime mobilised neo nazis as proxies during russia s descent into
authoritarianism using court records and extensive media and internet sources it analyses the relationship between the kremlin and russkii obraz a neo
nazi organization that became a major force on russia s radical nationalist scene in 2008 10 it shows how russkii obraz s rise was boosted by the
regime s policy of managed nationalism which mobilised radical nationalist proxies against opponents of authoritarianism in return for undermining
moderate nationalists and pro democracy activists russkii obraz received official support and access to public space this collaboration became
politically hazardous for the kremlin because of russkii obraz s neo nazi ideology and its connections to born a terrorist group responsible for a series
of high profile killings when security forces captured the ringleader of born they precipitated the destruction of russkii obraz but veterans of the
organisation went on to play a prominent role in russia s attack on ukraine in 2014

The Penguin Modern Classics Book 2021-11-18

attempting to understand the catalogue of horrors that has characterized much of twentieth century history western scholars generally distinguish
between violent revolutions of the right and the left fascist regimes are assigned to the evil right marxist leninist regimes to the benign left but this
distinction has left us without a coherent understanding of the revolutionary history of the twentieth century contends a james gregor in this
insightful book he traces the evolution of marxist theory from the 1920s through the 1990s and argues that the ideology of marxism leninism
devolved into fascism fascist regimes and communist regimes both anti democratic ideocracies are far more closely related than has been recognized
employing wide ranging primary source materials in italian german russian and chinese the book opens with an examination of the first standard marxist
interpretation of mussolini s fascism in the early 1920s and proceeds through the emergence of fascist phenomena in post communist russia a clearer
understanding of the relation between fascism and communism provides a sharper lens through which to view twentieth century history as well as the
present and future politics of russia communist china and other non democratic states gregor concludes

Paperback Quarterly (Vol. 2 No. 3) Fall 1979 2010-09-01

herbert marcuse is one of the most influential thinkers of our time born in berlin marcuse studied philosophy with husserl and heidegger at the universities
of freiburg and berlin marcuse s critical social theory ingeniously fuses phenomenology freudian thought and marxist theory and provides a solid
ground for his reputation as the most crucial figure inspiring the social activism and new left politics of the 1960s and 1970s the largely unpublished
work collected in this volume makes clear the continuing relevance of marcuse s thought to contemporary issues the texts published here dealing with
concerns during the period 1942 1951 exhibit penetrating critiques of technology and analyses of the ways that modern technology produces novel
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forms of society and culture with new modes of social control the material collected in technology war and facism provides exemplary attempts to
link theory with practice to develop ideas that can be used to grasp and transform existing social reality technology war and fascism is the first of
six volumes of herbert marcuse s collected papers to be edited by douglas kellner each volume is a collection of previously un published or uncollected
essays unfinished manuscripts and letters by one of the greatest thinkers of our time

The Modernist Imagination 2009

this book tells the tale of the prolific italian architect inventor farmer writer and engineer gaetano ciocca whose career took him from the
battlefronts of world war i to stalin s russia mussolini s italy fdr s america and finally to postwar liberal democratic italy like celebrated
counterparts such as walter gropius and le corbusier ciocca was a visionary so confident in his vision of a future in which all aspects of life would
be rationalized and modernized that no set of practical or political obstacles could ever stand in his way ciocca s endeavors included the development
of fast houses a theater for 20 000 spectators the guided roadway and the rationalist pig farms referred to by carlo belli as ciocca s grand hotel
for pigs

Soviet Tragedy 2008-06-30

a civil war is a history of the wartime italian resistance recounted by a historian who as a young man took part in the struggle against mussolini s
fascist republic since its publication in italy claudio pavone s masterwork has become indispensable to anyone seeking to understand this period and its
continuing importance for the nation s identity pavone casts a sober eye on his protagonists ethical and ideological motivations he uncovers a
multilayered conflict in which class antagonisms patriotism and political ideals all played a part a clear understanding of this complexity allows him
to explain many details of the post war transition as well as the legacy of the resistance for modern italy in addition to being a monumental work of
scholarship a civil war is a folk history capturing events personalities and attitudes that were on the verge of slipping entirely out of recollection
to the detriment of italy s understanding of itself and its past

Major Political Writings 2021

russia and germany have had a long history of significant cultural political and economic exchange despite these beneficial interactions stereotypes of
the alien other persisted germans perceived russia as a vast frontier with unlimited potential yet infused with an asianness that explained its
backwardness and despotic leadership russians admired german advances in science government and philosophy but saw their people as lifeless and
obsessed with order fascination and enmity presents an original transnational history of the two nations during the critical era of the world wars by
examining the mutual perceptions and misperceptions within each country the contributors reveal the psyche of the russian german dynamic and its use as
a powerful political and cultural tool through accounts of fellow travelers pows war correspondents soldiers on the front propagandists
revolutionaries the comintern and wartime and postwar occupations the contributors analyze the kinetics of the russian german exchange and the
perceptions drawn from these encounters the result is a highly engaging chronicle of the complex entanglements of two world powers through the
great wars of the twentieth century project muse
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Encyclopaedia of Soviet Life 2017-09-08

the setting is a country called inish the irish word for island and also for tell which bears a striking resemblance to modern eire more pertinently inish
resembles a state of mind and since the mind has a tendency to wander it s not unnatural that certain scenes take place in australia iceland and the
desolate arrack mines first published in 1966 revolving musically around three separate identities and the idea of identity itself mr share s novel can
perhaps be best described as a metaphysical farce publisher description

The Devil in History 2014-03-14

Intelligent Woman's Guide 2018-01-01

A New International History of the Spanish Civil War 1994-06-28

Putin's Fascists 2020-12-23

Fifty Penguin Years 1985

Planned Chaos 1947

Soviet Military Review 1977

The Faces of Janus 2000
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Technology, War and Fascism 2004-01-14

Building Fascism, Communism, Liberal Democracy 2004

A Civil War 2014-10-07

Fascination and Enmity 2012

Inish 2009
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